1
00:00:26,300 --> 00:00:32,060
okay so I've just come back from my
2
00:00:28,879 --> 00:00:34,549
little adventure with the infamous
3
00:00:32,060 --> 00:00:38,000
Stephen Emlyn because you know I'm a
4
00:00:34,549 --> 00:00:40,219
little crazy and as it turned out it was
5
00:00:38,000 --> 00:00:43,299
absolutely fantastic went really smooth
6
00:00:40,219 --> 00:00:45,049
and what you're about to see now is
7
00:00:43,299 --> 00:00:48,199
exactly what happened
8
00:00:45,049 --> 00:00:50,058
so enjoy all right we're on the way to
9
00:00:48,200 --> 00:00:54,910
go sign and today to interview a couple
10
00:00:50,058 --> 00:00:58,849
of witnesses amongst the triangle set
11
00:00:54,909 --> 00:01:01,519
scene with Swansea area and Mike Dean
12
00:00:58,850 --> 00:01:03,260
for January 1983 so we got a lovely day
13
00:01:01,520 --> 00:01:04,308
for it first of November but do you
14
00:01:03,259 --> 00:01:07,969
think he would be the first of all
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15
00:01:04,308 --> 00:01:09,679
graphs and we do last August I think he
16
00:01:07,969 --> 00:01:11,859
was more like November switching wrong
17
00:01:09,680 --> 00:01:11,860
this year
18
00:01:28,890 --> 00:01:34,379
hello I'm Steve drusen co-founder of
19
00:01:31,590 --> 00:01:35,329
Swansea UFL Network together with
20
00:01:34,379 --> 00:01:38,879
emmalin williams
21
00:01:35,329 --> 00:01:41,159
today in Sunday the 1st of November 2015
22
00:01:38,879 --> 00:01:44,849
and we come to Brighton Road Goose
23
00:01:41,159 --> 00:01:47,819
Island Swansea neither workman's club to
24
00:01:44,849 --> 00:01:50,699
speak to mr. Milan Bali AK together with
25
00:01:47,819 --> 00:01:52,469
his brother Byron now this is regarding
26
00:01:50,700 --> 00:01:55,170
UFO sighting they experienced some
27
00:01:52,469 --> 00:01:59,629
thirty two years ago on the evening of
28
00:01:55,170 --> 00:02:02,460
Wednesday the 19th of January 2019 83
29
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00:01:59,629 --> 00:02:05,129
that's become locally known as the night
30
00:02:02,459 --> 00:02:06,209
of the triangles so welcome Byron would
31
00:02:05,129 --> 00:02:08,459
you like to tell us a little bit about
32
00:02:06,209 --> 00:02:10,079
what happened that night please well
33
00:02:08,459 --> 00:02:13,020
that's that night to a squatter pass
34
00:02:10,080 --> 00:02:15,180
sexy were standing here and one of our
35
00:02:13,020 --> 00:02:18,450
main us Sir Roger Williams just looked
36
00:02:15,180 --> 00:02:19,770
across the road yeah and he screamed I
37
00:02:18,449 --> 00:02:21,419
what what's that
38
00:02:19,770 --> 00:02:24,150
as he looked across you it there was the
39
00:02:21,419 --> 00:02:27,750
house there there was a row of white
40
00:02:24,150 --> 00:02:29,010
blue he lights very small and as I came
41
00:02:27,750 --> 00:02:32,219
over the top of the house the whole
42
00:02:29,009 --> 00:02:34,679
thing tilted in between these houses
43
00:02:32,219 --> 00:02:37,650
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year we could see a triangle shape a
44
00:02:34,680 --> 00:02:39,239
huge triangle shape but very lights we
45
00:02:37,650 --> 00:02:41,459
can see then was the shape of the
46
00:02:39,239 --> 00:02:42,750
triangle one the front and one his side
47
00:02:41,459 --> 00:02:45,450
to the other side of the triangle was a
48
00:02:42,750 --> 00:02:46,919
red with a red light not a descent that
49
00:02:45,449 --> 00:02:48,929
was the front
50
00:02:46,919 --> 00:02:51,539
this thing was floating in this
51
00:02:48,930 --> 00:02:56,000
direction very slow you could walk
52
00:02:51,539 --> 00:02:59,269
faster it immediately run over
53
00:02:56,000 --> 00:03:01,789
in debt and where we were stars he was
54
00:02:59,270 --> 00:03:06,170
just moving so slow and went in that
55
00:03:01,789 --> 00:03:07,759
direction when one of the boys when they
56
00:03:06,169 --> 00:03:10,069
went out the side completely washed it
57
00:03:07,759 --> 00:03:11,929
for a while till one out the site and
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58
00:03:10,069 --> 00:03:14,870
when my brother when his mate went in
59
00:03:11,930 --> 00:03:16,250
they formed a strong G sound but when I
60
00:03:14,870 --> 00:03:19,129
went in there there was two smaller
61
00:03:16,250 --> 00:03:20,960
triangles in this street here going up
62
00:03:19,129 --> 00:03:22,519
and down just past each other like this
63
00:03:20,960 --> 00:03:27,770
but much smaller that's why you were in
64
00:03:22,520 --> 00:03:29,510
sight I was I was like at least to end
65
00:03:27,770 --> 00:03:32,209
in this one touch phone and I was
66
00:03:29,509 --> 00:03:34,340
telling Judith I stayed here and out of
67
00:03:32,209 --> 00:03:36,349
nowhere this street here there were two
68
00:03:34,340 --> 00:03:38,030
small triangles up and down each other I
69
00:03:36,349 --> 00:03:41,329
got silly completely when on the site
70
00:03:38,030 --> 00:03:43,459
no sense whatsoever but this one year
71
00:03:41,330 --> 00:03:45,890
this one knew this table year was huge
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72
00:03:43,459 --> 00:03:47,560
these were small and it was really big
73
00:03:45,889 --> 00:03:50,179
with her you know right in front of us
74
00:03:47,560 --> 00:03:53,509
yeah so initially then the sytem was
75
00:03:50,180 --> 00:03:56,030
opposite the club yeah right here what's
76
00:03:53,509 --> 00:03:57,439
the height for thee what you say your
77
00:03:56,030 --> 00:04:00,819
bite another lettuce on top of that
78
00:03:57,439 --> 00:04:04,120
house there it's awkward to say I just
79
00:04:00,819 --> 00:04:09,489
remember the size of it say yep from
80
00:04:04,120 --> 00:04:13,400
here I reckon on one corner would be
81
00:04:09,489 --> 00:04:16,310
half of the heights of this again I'm
82
00:04:13,400 --> 00:04:19,310
going to the point there that one yeah I
83
00:04:16,310 --> 00:04:22,189
ain't going over to that so you first
84
00:04:19,310 --> 00:04:23,810
came down from the north and that's with
85
00:04:22,189 --> 00:04:27,379
us where I sorry I didn't see any earth
86
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00:04:23,810 --> 00:04:29,750
so it was food for angle from house to
87
00:04:27,379 --> 00:04:33,350
house and in between so
88
00:04:29,750 --> 00:04:35,899
that is that sighs I'm about 40-50 cuts
89
00:04:33,350 --> 00:04:38,480
up there yeah it's like but you couldn't
90
00:04:35,899 --> 00:04:39,729
I couldn't change him in between a apart
91
00:04:38,480 --> 00:04:42,310
from the light
92
00:04:39,730 --> 00:04:44,410
and I would say look we're I couldn't
93
00:04:42,310 --> 00:04:58,300
see any you couldn't say I couldn't see
94
00:04:44,410 --> 00:05:00,820
anything in Bettina but my parliamentary
95
00:04:58,300 --> 00:05:03,220
and Raja went in right unless I went
96
00:05:00,819 --> 00:05:04,750
then I stayed you it was you know
97
00:05:03,220 --> 00:05:06,730
they've gone now boys I stayed you just
98
00:05:04,750 --> 00:05:08,500
have a look around disguise and then of
99
00:05:06,730 --> 00:05:10,330
them go and it's just sort of looking I
100
00:05:08,500 --> 00:05:11,620
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was just there and it was too small the
101
00:05:10,329 --> 00:05:13,199
triangles going up this street here
102
00:05:11,620 --> 00:05:15,730
don't the what's there
103
00:05:13,199 --> 00:05:18,370
yeah yeah exactly in a straight line
104
00:05:15,730 --> 00:05:20,020
here and slowly back and forth just
105
00:05:18,370 --> 00:05:22,209
missed each other guys but the first one
106
00:05:20,019 --> 00:05:24,639
at company first the drunken TV you know
107
00:05:22,209 --> 00:05:26,349
these have gone into phone and I just
108
00:05:24,639 --> 00:05:29,409
stated note on the laws lab I would look
109
00:05:26,350 --> 00:05:30,430
to the skies and then it was there just
110
00:05:29,410 --> 00:05:31,480
look that way and they were that haven't
111
00:05:30,430 --> 00:05:34,300
said he couldn't see anything between
112
00:05:31,480 --> 00:05:36,340
yeah the place well I could just see I
113
00:05:34,300 --> 00:05:37,960
could see a was a black a black ship
114
00:05:36,339 --> 00:05:40,060
there was a black triangle I could see
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115
00:05:37,959 --> 00:05:41,889
that but you couldn't see is definitely
116
00:05:40,060 --> 00:05:43,810
a cloud that oh yes yeah but you
117
00:05:41,889 --> 00:05:46,209
couldn't see I was sick or people
118
00:05:43,810 --> 00:05:47,620
anything it was no I mean Rodriguez use
119
00:05:46,209 --> 00:05:50,560
those lights and you could definitely
120
00:05:47,620 --> 00:05:52,060
see in the really black block shape of
121
00:05:50,560 --> 00:05:53,980
the triangle you can see what she really
122
00:05:52,060 --> 00:05:57,459
was and you couldn't see what depth it
123
00:05:53,980 --> 00:05:58,660
was nothing like a cannot return after
124
00:05:57,459 --> 00:06:00,159
him then a you said he went off to the
125
00:05:58,660 --> 00:06:01,480
west we did not like straight down over
126
00:06:00,160 --> 00:06:03,610
a car go straight to not laying down
127
00:06:01,480 --> 00:06:05,470
there how did it turn did it maneuver
128
00:06:03,610 --> 00:06:08,160
did it only for Manali for when it came
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129
00:06:05,470 --> 00:06:10,600
over the South should I tell did you
130
00:06:08,160 --> 00:06:12,700
then then you could see
131
00:06:10,600 --> 00:06:14,650
triangles if you couldn't look till it
132
00:06:12,699 --> 00:06:16,449
came over there it tilted north all
133
00:06:14,649 --> 00:06:18,189
those that a light lights went off on
134
00:06:16,449 --> 00:06:19,719
its straightened out in between like
135
00:06:18,189 --> 00:06:21,819
violence and in between those houses
136
00:06:19,720 --> 00:06:25,810
there and then you could see it was just
137
00:06:21,819 --> 00:06:27,250
a light on each page yeah you know what
138
00:06:25,810 --> 00:06:29,410
sort of time was it and quarter past
139
00:06:27,250 --> 00:06:31,930
6:00 for the past six and was dark then
140
00:06:29,410 --> 00:06:35,520
it was it was dark but I'll be just
141
00:06:31,930 --> 00:06:35,519
really mean it was really just stuck
142
00:06:36,149 --> 00:06:40,319
they still go away to the pub drawer but
143
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00:06:42,360 --> 00:06:52,449
we obviously we always you know possibly
144
00:06:45,610 --> 00:06:55,150
men you know I'll be honest I told em
145
00:06:52,449 --> 00:06:58,719
then this right this is true I went on
146
00:06:55,149 --> 00:07:00,579
that night and I know it sounds stupid
147
00:06:58,720 --> 00:07:02,320
anomaly people say what they done my
148
00:07:00,579 --> 00:07:04,659
life turned I burned all my you were
149
00:07:02,319 --> 00:07:09,730
four books in the garden I did you know
150
00:07:04,660 --> 00:07:12,189
Jay a high-neck I notice the following
151
00:07:09,730 --> 00:07:14,110
days and all the good deal with jets and
152
00:07:12,189 --> 00:07:18,759
fly runs they were looking for something
153
00:07:14,110 --> 00:07:21,040
before the morning but it did it it was
154
00:07:18,759 --> 00:07:23,319
a who's we had you know I mean I knew
155
00:07:21,040 --> 00:07:26,740
that there was nothing mid-year you know
156
00:07:23,319 --> 00:07:34,149
how that was well he says well you know
157
00:07:26,740 --> 00:07:35,740
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I think so yeah yeah no just me
158
00:07:34,149 --> 00:07:39,789
you remember the year you probably
159
00:07:35,740 --> 00:07:41,439
better than during before that new roads
160
00:07:39,790 --> 00:07:45,010
or the orange ball and I was going yeah
161
00:07:41,439 --> 00:07:47,769
I was going down from yes Mizzou the end
162
00:07:45,009 --> 00:07:48,959
the golden so some commercial pub and
163
00:07:47,769 --> 00:07:51,120
the main roads
164
00:07:48,959 --> 00:07:54,478
and the world is a noun it ages the
165
00:07:51,120 --> 00:07:57,120
oldest rebel and I was walking home I
166
00:07:54,478 --> 00:08:00,870
lived on that I saw shortcut don't know
167
00:07:57,120 --> 00:08:01,918
any old way right walking down everyone
168
00:08:00,870 --> 00:08:07,129
dying for with me
169
00:08:01,918 --> 00:08:09,599
and I looked up it was this all ng red
170
00:08:07,129 --> 00:08:11,879
late so I just kept my eyes neck all
171
00:08:09,600 --> 00:08:14,750
away while I was walking just kept
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172
00:08:11,879 --> 00:08:17,819
looking it didn't look right I think
173
00:08:14,750 --> 00:08:20,490
that it's amazing and I just looked and
174
00:08:17,819 --> 00:08:22,829
all of a sudden it this one God and I
175
00:08:20,490 --> 00:08:25,379
were so made and you sink them L what is
176
00:08:22,829 --> 00:08:28,259
saying the whole thing's is if you
177
00:08:25,379 --> 00:08:31,259
remember back as a third one I was
178
00:08:28,259 --> 00:08:32,968
saying because it goes right back to my
179
00:08:31,259 --> 00:08:35,338
gran when we lived up there on the hill
180
00:08:32,969 --> 00:08:38,200
but I can't remember much about that and
181
00:08:35,339 --> 00:08:40,780
you saying what did you do
182
00:08:38,200 --> 00:08:42,580
I use the telephone sometimes fair
183
00:08:40,779 --> 00:08:43,539
enough after three drinks but I used
184
00:08:42,580 --> 00:08:45,250
this piece a night
185
00:08:43,539 --> 00:08:47,919
come on let's instead he saying I take
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186
00:08:45,250 --> 00:08:49,419
because I would've loved didn't know
187
00:08:47,919 --> 00:08:53,799
Serena would now I know I would
188
00:08:49,419 --> 00:08:55,299
I read a lot about um Macedon today
189
00:08:53,799 --> 00:09:00,370
we're like at the moment but there's
190
00:08:55,299 --> 00:09:02,889
another thing well yeah I'm very very
191
00:09:00,370 --> 00:09:04,840
envious because it was a true they say
192
00:09:02,889 --> 00:09:06,939
yeah I do if Rogers ever told you this
193
00:09:04,840 --> 00:09:09,850
but that's was of the one that was you
194
00:09:06,940 --> 00:09:11,200
say good that first year that steam year
195
00:09:09,850 --> 00:09:14,379
it was the same man for same week that
196
00:09:11,200 --> 00:09:16,629
senior Roger was coming to my house is
197
00:09:14,379 --> 00:09:19,659
staring of them from walking back across
198
00:09:16,629 --> 00:09:22,689
the common my sponsor says yeah and I
199
00:09:19,659 --> 00:09:24,279
don't you told us Byron and you have a
200
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00:09:22,690 --> 00:09:25,440
call some people do come now got to see
201
00:09:24,279 --> 00:09:27,490
what he could see
202
00:09:25,440 --> 00:09:29,080
yeah it was on the common air without
203
00:09:27,490 --> 00:09:31,419
even knew Rowan about visible there and
204
00:09:29,080 --> 00:09:33,850
there was two clouds in the sky there
205
00:09:31,419 --> 00:09:35,860
with like a metal pipe or light he said
206
00:09:33,850 --> 00:09:37,720
coming across it though he call these
207
00:09:35,860 --> 00:09:39,519
people over because he knew what they'd
208
00:09:37,720 --> 00:09:40,690
say they'd say was two airplanes refill
209
00:09:39,519 --> 00:09:43,389
and in the middle of Gallatin I don't
210
00:09:40,690 --> 00:09:44,680
think so but that actually came in and
211
00:09:43,389 --> 00:09:46,480
told us and we call these people are
212
00:09:44,679 --> 00:09:47,649
these two couples will walk about from
213
00:09:46,480 --> 00:09:48,850
the Kings through our locker than they
214
00:09:47,649 --> 00:09:54,639
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seeded like you know it's just they're
215
00:09:48,850 --> 00:09:57,310
not moving at all you came back from
216
00:09:54,639 --> 00:09:58,899
looking at the other one yeah we do we
217
00:09:57,309 --> 00:10:00,669
kick you I came across the roll with our
218
00:09:58,899 --> 00:10:02,799
car is there and we were at end of it
219
00:10:00,669 --> 00:10:04,860
and you said it was the two trailers
220
00:10:02,799 --> 00:10:07,019
moving up
221
00:10:04,860 --> 00:10:10,019
new features to cielos and he likes oh
222
00:10:07,019 --> 00:10:11,759
yeah just likes just likes any idea what
223
00:10:10,019 --> 00:10:14,730
sort of depth they will ignore you
224
00:10:11,759 --> 00:10:17,340
credit from long
225
00:10:14,730 --> 00:10:19,259
I know I've seen them one that you made
226
00:10:17,340 --> 00:10:22,980
spell on there right the one in Chile
227
00:10:19,259 --> 00:10:24,809
with or wherever you were and I swear I
228
00:10:22,980 --> 00:10:26,340
was in use role he was so flat but I'd
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229
00:10:24,809 --> 00:10:29,519
say a nap though I mean like I couldn't
230
00:10:26,340 --> 00:10:31,320
tell you could exactly yeah yeah is it
231
00:10:29,519 --> 00:10:33,600
like a two-dimensional images it was it
232
00:10:31,320 --> 00:10:36,000
that type of thing yes here you cannot
233
00:10:33,600 --> 00:10:39,740
see it's a massive blocky but you
234
00:10:36,000 --> 00:10:39,740
couldn't see the depth under the throne
235
00:10:42,649 --> 00:10:48,689
they were just straight down a note of
236
00:10:46,529 --> 00:10:51,329
it the house there straight down over
237
00:10:48,690 --> 00:10:52,590
there or that way and even still as far
238
00:10:51,330 --> 00:10:54,930
back as they were still going like this
239
00:10:52,590 --> 00:10:57,290
but this up here down there without way
240
00:10:54,929 --> 00:10:57,289
yeah
241
00:10:57,940 --> 00:11:04,660
above the houses nor they won't even I'd
242
00:11:03,490 --> 00:11:06,070
say they were just a promise to the
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243
00:11:04,659 --> 00:11:09,100
highest peak where I'd say they've
244
00:11:06,070 --> 00:11:10,270
adjusted above their you know I mean
245
00:11:09,100 --> 00:11:13,629
whenever the site that over the end oh
246
00:11:10,269 --> 00:11:15,279
so it's okay yeah yeah but smaller not
247
00:11:13,629 --> 00:11:17,769
thought there was no so many any of them
248
00:11:15,279 --> 00:11:20,259
know some thought was right under that I
249
00:11:17,769 --> 00:11:21,939
reckon to that and he was just oh i
250
00:11:20,259 --> 00:11:25,340
supply and they serve I went over look
251
00:11:21,940 --> 00:11:29,510
you know could you size
252
00:11:25,340 --> 00:11:31,670
well I'd say this one you're the one
253
00:11:29,509 --> 00:11:36,139
I've seen here when I was ended it was
254
00:11:31,669 --> 00:11:36,649
the size of two aircrafts I'd say but
255
00:11:36,139 --> 00:11:41,379
jets
256
00:11:36,649 --> 00:11:43,399
buenas yeah it was large oh yeah yeah
257
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00:11:41,379 --> 00:11:46,269
well this I see there are you seen
258
00:11:43,399 --> 00:11:49,838
estimate distance you know and these
259
00:11:46,269 --> 00:11:55,939
nobodies need as big as that you know
260
00:11:49,839 --> 00:11:57,980
I've seen you a new yeah oh yeah oh they
261
00:11:55,940 --> 00:12:01,010
worry about anyone I saw was this
262
00:11:57,980 --> 00:12:03,649
because that particular the guy in the
263
00:12:01,009 --> 00:12:05,480
respawn he said that they were really
264
00:12:03,649 --> 00:12:08,480
small about the size of a saloon cow
265
00:12:05,480 --> 00:12:13,190
that one that his dad so yeah yeah I see
266
00:12:08,480 --> 00:12:15,440
that yeah that was a bit shocked yes I
267
00:12:13,190 --> 00:12:19,670
said I'd say was twice at least twice as
268
00:12:15,440 --> 00:12:21,140
big as an area is under after he went
269
00:12:19,669 --> 00:12:22,879
this he went into this onesie sound and
270
00:12:21,139 --> 00:12:28,490
you've never individual the following
271
00:12:22,879 --> 00:12:30,320
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morning yes that's right yeah yeah what
272
00:12:28,490 --> 00:12:33,230
were mellow my mates may send up a free
273
00:12:30,320 --> 00:12:34,550
robber two days ago and said he said
274
00:12:33,230 --> 00:12:37,399
Brian ha and he was looking read our
275
00:12:34,549 --> 00:12:40,219
chat and he said he knows about the view
276
00:12:37,399 --> 00:12:43,069
on Swansea sound and my son Robert said
277
00:12:40,220 --> 00:12:45,170
to me uh my my dad was my friends
278
00:12:43,070 --> 00:12:47,510
father's working in garage in Gaudin and
279
00:12:45,169 --> 00:12:52,099
used on the radio so you know through
280
00:12:47,509 --> 00:12:55,490
people of Newbury village people see it
281
00:12:52,100 --> 00:12:58,570
and stuff not that I'm not really know
282
00:12:55,490 --> 00:12:58,570
what no no
283
00:12:58,639 --> 00:13:03,759
yeah yeah I'm not only that the one that
284
00:13:01,759 --> 00:13:06,379
really put him a post
285
00:13:03,759 --> 00:13:07,899
is if I'm Kelly she sends her in the
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286
00:13:06,379 --> 00:13:09,649
garden and they seen there she was from
287
00:13:07,899 --> 00:13:11,539
where say yeah but she was leaving
288
00:13:09,649 --> 00:13:11,990
working bitch goes in the red in South
289
00:13:11,539 --> 00:13:14,360
dock
290
00:13:11,990 --> 00:13:15,709
yeah and up just after sex when she saw
291
00:13:14,360 --> 00:13:17,120
these two triangles yeah
292
00:13:15,708 --> 00:13:19,009
and I was again that was happening same
293
00:13:17,120 --> 00:13:20,899
time these ones a lot of fun to the port
294
00:13:19,009 --> 00:13:23,088
he must have seen them the other areas
295
00:13:20,899 --> 00:13:25,730
are on two triangles there I mean that's
296
00:13:23,089 --> 00:13:26,959
exactly what we saw that ship where the
297
00:13:25,730 --> 00:13:29,360
lights were that that is what we've seen
298
00:13:26,958 --> 00:13:31,309
no you didn't notice any protuberance
299
00:13:29,360 --> 00:13:33,289
coming from underneath no and I was
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300
00:13:31,309 --> 00:13:35,199
right down the lit no there was nothing
301
00:13:33,289 --> 00:13:37,578
at all what arrangements of the lights
302
00:13:35,200 --> 00:13:40,060
well like I were as it came over here
303
00:13:37,578 --> 00:13:42,708
there was a row of small bluey lights
304
00:13:40,059 --> 00:13:44,778
Lord of them but when it till didn't
305
00:13:42,708 --> 00:13:46,729
came here it says everything went off
306
00:13:44,778 --> 00:13:49,458
and it was just a light on each point on
307
00:13:46,730 --> 00:13:54,889
his peak you know and there was a red
308
00:13:49,458 --> 00:13:56,719
light towards the front of it I'm rather
309
00:13:54,889 --> 00:13:58,309
he said right in front of us it was I
310
00:13:56,720 --> 00:13:59,660
couldn't believe myself went across the
311
00:13:58,309 --> 00:14:01,549
road after the following day I thought
312
00:13:59,659 --> 00:14:03,559
what was he doing like you know you're
313
00:14:01,549 --> 00:14:05,479
new see that in films but I was
314
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00:14:03,559 --> 00:14:07,838
intrigued straight over under underneath
315
00:14:05,480 --> 00:14:12,019
it and it was just it was just that slow
316
00:14:07,839 --> 00:14:14,149
no sound nothing at all I mean I've had
317
00:14:12,019 --> 00:14:16,429
weird experiences in my life one
318
00:14:14,149 --> 00:14:17,149
particular experience then what it was
319
00:14:16,429 --> 00:14:21,799
happening
320
00:14:17,149 --> 00:14:23,570
there was a feeling of there's a part
321
00:14:21,799 --> 00:14:25,719
neither wasn't surprised but there's
322
00:14:23,570 --> 00:14:29,140
another part feel it's
323
00:14:25,720 --> 00:14:31,060
you know that yeah I know - did you get
324
00:14:29,139 --> 00:14:34,000
that kind of I did yes at the time like
325
00:14:31,059 --> 00:14:36,189
I've been reading this box yeah it's
326
00:14:34,000 --> 00:14:39,039
real yeah I mean I've seen lights in the
327
00:14:36,190 --> 00:14:41,920
sky for years a fall of things since
328
00:14:39,039 --> 00:14:43,719
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1969 and all I've seen is yard light in
329
00:14:41,919 --> 00:14:45,519
the sky which has meant nothing at all 330
00:14:43,720 --> 00:14:47,290
you know it's been nothing you know I'd
331
00:14:45,519 --> 00:14:49,870
save myself for that's only destiny that
332
00:14:47,289 --> 00:14:51,849
are noble planets and Venus not a snap
333
00:14:49,870 --> 00:14:53,679
they blame it on a nice rubbish I mean
334
00:14:51,850 --> 00:14:56,050
to see something like that floating
335
00:14:53,679 --> 00:14:58,029
above your head well it shook me you
336
00:14:56,049 --> 00:14:59,979
know I thought you know I played the
337
00:14:58,029 --> 00:15:06,279
four-eyed folders for years that this is
338
00:14:59,980 --> 00:15:11,740
real like you know I'd say about 300
339
00:15:06,279 --> 00:15:13,209
pounds worth it was it was it was in my
340
00:15:11,740 --> 00:15:15,399
head that my god you know we definitely
341
00:15:13,210 --> 00:15:17,830
not alone I know it's an old second but
342
00:15:15,399 --> 00:15:19,840
we are not and you know what's gonna
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343
00:15:17,830 --> 00:15:21,910
happen in the future I don't know you
344
00:15:19,840 --> 00:15:24,490
know is it a feeling of anxiety possible
345
00:15:21,909 --> 00:15:27,069
things yes all that put together yeah
346
00:15:24,490 --> 00:15:28,899
yeah I mean like I said down the garden
347
00:15:27,070 --> 00:15:31,780
what the lot there put him in the box
348
00:15:28,899 --> 00:15:34,389
and burned everything you know and I
349
00:15:31,779 --> 00:15:36,100
chatted to be honest that night as old
350
00:15:34,389 --> 00:15:37,419
as I was I went to bed out Nathan closed
351
00:15:36,100 --> 00:15:44,139
the blinds on the currently they want to
352
00:15:37,419 --> 00:15:55,299
see those outside you know well 3232 is
353
00:15:44,139 --> 00:15:57,850
older it's Nathan 83 yeah I mean you
354
00:15:55,299 --> 00:15:59,649
know everybody say same people in the
355
00:15:57,850 --> 00:16:01,480
same but everyone is talking about the
356
00:15:59,649 --> 00:16:04,539
law use the plains that you know what's
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357
00:16:01,480 --> 00:16:07,120
going on like yeah we're known for a
358
00:16:04,539 --> 00:16:11,259
couple of hours back and for very noisy
359
00:16:07,120 --> 00:16:13,919
very low yeah so I thought to myself oh
360
00:16:11,259 --> 00:16:16,230
they must be looking for
361
00:16:13,919 --> 00:16:18,929
but I know yeah I never expect the
362
00:16:16,230 --> 00:16:21,870
singer from I got an assumed you know I
363
00:16:18,929 --> 00:16:25,019
mean yourselves now to do a view of any
364
00:16:21,870 --> 00:16:27,839
triangle UFOs before legs I didn't know
365
00:16:25,019 --> 00:16:28,709
before 83 the only one I can think of is
366
00:16:27,839 --> 00:16:30,750
the Phoenix lights
367
00:16:28,708 --> 00:16:33,989
I seen the Felix likes rubble I was
368
00:16:30,750 --> 00:16:36,870
nothing like this I'm your number yeah
369
00:16:33,990 --> 00:16:38,970
but over there let me pre eighties
370
00:16:36,870 --> 00:16:41,850
attended to be source of shape Dulce
371
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00:16:38,970 --> 00:16:44,220
gosh yes oh gosh eighties on seem to be
372
00:16:41,850 --> 00:16:46,649
pregnant myself like never good I've
373
00:16:44,220 --> 00:16:47,850
never read anything about UFO try on
374
00:16:46,649 --> 00:16:48,448
your FOIA review I've never heard that
375
00:16:47,850 --> 00:16:50,550
before
376
00:16:48,448 --> 00:16:54,828
never never read about it never see
377
00:16:50,549 --> 00:16:57,328
nothing until long night yeah you know
378
00:16:54,828 --> 00:16:58,979
so uh it's like it's like over the years
379
00:16:57,328 --> 00:17:07,970
they changing the change in form we got
380
00:16:58,980 --> 00:17:10,410
there we got new ones out good oh yeah
381
00:17:07,970 --> 00:17:12,120
your family's reaction when you actually
382
00:17:10,410 --> 00:17:14,040
told them that you've seen this what was
383
00:17:12,119 --> 00:17:16,828
the usual rings life is skepticism a
384
00:17:14,039 --> 00:17:18,449
yeah my father was a funniest one he'll
385
00:17:16,828 --> 00:17:21,418
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make named at me my dad was yuccas laugh
386
00:17:18,449 --> 00:17:23,130
right Beavis our good night and you very
387
00:17:21,419 --> 00:17:26,730
abrupt talk and lovely blawker very
388
00:17:23,130 --> 00:17:28,770
abrupt I when we told Melissa told about
389
00:17:26,730 --> 00:17:30,150
we've seen for the tongue be silly we
390
00:17:28,769 --> 00:17:32,910
said if they were if you've seen it if
391
00:17:30,150 --> 00:17:34,559
you see that they'd be a shorter set up
392
00:17:32,910 --> 00:17:36,269
by now all these us people report miss a
393
00:17:34,558 --> 00:17:37,730
nap he said you know we don't own supply
394
00:17:36,269 --> 00:17:41,519
now why why is the by a snake handling
395
00:17:37,730 --> 00:17:41,849
the berry very of black do but that was
396
00:17:41,519 --> 00:17:50,960
about it
397
00:17:41,849 --> 00:17:55,829
yeah yeah you know people I have told
398
00:17:50,960 --> 00:17:57,750
about that there's a is being afraid you
399
00:17:55,829 --> 00:17:59,009
know they've been gone you know it's not
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400
00:17:57,750 --> 00:18:01,048
what I said yeah that's right I said you
401
00:17:59,009 --> 00:18:03,269
know I knew you my missus today says
402
00:18:01,048 --> 00:18:04,918
says me you know tell the story said you
403
00:18:03,269 --> 00:18:06,808
must be telling the truth LeSabre ham I
404
00:18:04,919 --> 00:18:08,490
said why do you say that and she said
405
00:18:06,808 --> 00:18:10,259
because every time you say that all
406
00:18:08,490 --> 00:18:12,359
those years ago you say exactly the same
407
00:18:10,259 --> 00:18:13,769
thing the times what we've seen the
408
00:18:12,359 --> 00:18:15,629
lights and all restaurant they said well
409
00:18:13,769 --> 00:18:15,990
you know you've got a good memory to be
410
00:18:15,630 --> 00:18:17,730
a liar
411
00:18:15,990 --> 00:18:20,250
and this is the truth you know that's
412
00:18:17,730 --> 00:18:21,289
what happens didn't expect that but they
413
00:18:20,250 --> 00:18:24,079
was
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414
00:18:21,289 --> 00:18:25,069
hello it's been a part of you that have
415
00:18:24,079 --> 00:18:26,509
always hoped
416
00:18:25,069 --> 00:18:29,000
perhaps after you get over the initial
417
00:18:26,509 --> 00:18:31,129
shock and everything yeah like 10 used
418
00:18:29,000 --> 00:18:32,990
on the like did you ever think we'll it
419
00:18:31,130 --> 00:18:34,790
I wouldn't mind another boom I'm ready
420
00:18:32,990 --> 00:18:36,190
for another one now I'll need to know to
421
00:18:34,789 --> 00:18:39,200
what only lately
422
00:18:36,190 --> 00:18:40,670
Alethea yeah I said the last Weller
423
00:18:39,200 --> 00:18:43,039
Sealy in the last couple of years
424
00:18:40,670 --> 00:18:44,450
perhaps yeah you know what I mean five
425
00:18:43,039 --> 00:18:46,039
times accident doing school runs
426
00:18:44,450 --> 00:18:47,630
sometimes I'm elderly in the morning and
427
00:18:46,039 --> 00:18:49,159
I went there and I'm always you know
428
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00:18:47,630 --> 00:18:51,050
always having a look see what you like
429
00:18:49,160 --> 00:18:52,519
you know for six o'clock and one on
430
00:18:51,049 --> 00:18:55,129
November mornin his level you know the
431
00:18:52,519 --> 00:18:57,319
clear sky but there no one nothing and I
432
00:18:55,130 --> 00:18:58,970
have thought you know what you know I'd
433
00:18:57,319 --> 00:19:03,649
like to see you I mean maybe not quite
434
00:18:58,970 --> 00:19:09,500
not so close like okay okay thank you
435
00:19:03,650 --> 00:19:12,290
very much thank you okay I thought that
436
00:19:09,500 --> 00:19:16,029
went well Knoll and his brother by
437
00:19:12,289 --> 00:19:20,149
remover very affable and good speakers
438
00:19:16,029 --> 00:19:22,069
there really shows that these sightings
439
00:19:20,150 --> 00:19:23,960
can have effect people from what he was
440
00:19:22,069 --> 00:19:25,829
saying that he went home and burned all
441
00:19:23,960 --> 00:19:28,919
his books
442
00:19:25,829 --> 00:19:31,259
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it's a young man in his thirties this
443
00:19:28,919 --> 00:19:35,840
was he'd never seen anything like that
444
00:19:31,259 --> 00:19:35,839
before they really affected him
445
00:19:38,868 --> 00:19:45,720
yeah he was a very very interesting
446
00:19:41,759 --> 00:19:50,089
speaking to me so um and we are on to
447
00:19:45,720 --> 00:19:50,089
the next one or the next one right
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